SRO/PMD/L&C
30/08/2007

Sub: Selection of a competent professional advocate to associate and represent with arbitrators in three ongoing arbitration cases pertaining to disputes in construction-contracts of Engineering Projects (I) Ltd., (A govt. of India Enterprises), 3D EC Chambers, 92, GN Chetty Road, T. Nagar, Chennai – 600 017.

Scope:

EPI intends to avail services of a professional advocate to associate and represent EPI in ongoing arbitration cases pertaining to disputes arisen in various construction contracts, being dealt from EPI Chennai office.

The advocate should be a qualified advocate having knowledge and experience of handling arbitration cases for disputes pertaining to technical projects/contracts and should have at least completed one satisfactory award and won the case. The advocate is expected to be available to EPI either at his chamber/office, or may visit EPI office for any necessary discussions etc. as and when required in the matter. The arbitration for three ongoing cases is going on at Bangalore, Mumbai and New Delhi, and visit to attend to arbitration meetings shall be a part of his job. He should have necessary arrangements for typing, minor stationary, stamps etc. to be carried out in relations to his duty on day to day basis to represent EPI in most proficient manner.

Remuneration:

The advocate has to understand the cases by visiting and meeting concerned officials and quote his L/S fees for individual cases with stagewise payment breakup. The suitable advocates shall be empanelled in this matter and the lowest quotation shall be preferred. The rates and terms once finalized, shall not be changed. The advocate should be able to envisage the efforts to be put in individual cases and no. of visits required for arbitration meetings to settle the case till award of arbitration. The advocate has to submit his L/S quotation with
terms for three individual arbitration cases separately in a sealed envelope in the period as detailed in meeting.

The selection of advocate shall be a confidential matter and EPI reserves the right not to divulge any information in this matter/reject any or all the applications without assigning any reasons whatsoever.

Application:

Interested professional advocates may apply with their resumes to the following address within 10 days of this notice, The suitable advocates shall be called for briefing the matters individually.

Yours faithfully,
for Engineering Projects (I) Limited,

(MV Saxena)
General Manager
FAX:28156629
Email:epiroc@eth.net.